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ABSTRACT
In the first half of the twentieth century, summer camps in Ontario were promoted as a much-
needed escape from city living and the pathway to a world of natural, pre-modern simplicity. 
This paper demonstrates that, by the late 1920s, camp administrators and promoters were in 
fact, pulled in two directions; they treasured the idea of anti-modern escape, but, they also 
sought to make the camp programming “truly modern” by integrating the latest psychological 
and educational wisdom. At all sorts of camps, the language and aims of educational psychol-
ogy and the mental hygiene movement influenced the nature of camp goals, camp program-
ming, and thinking about campers themselves. Camp was regarded as providing the ideal 
environment for fostering psychological health and for applying the principles of progressive 
education. This paper explores administrators’ views of the value of psychological and edu-
cational expertise, the extent to which they were able to apply these at camp, and, to a lesser 
extent, children’s reactions to the modern, psychologized camp.
RÉSUMÉ
Durant la première demie du XXe siècle, les camps d’été de l’Ontario étaient présentés comme 
une évasion indispensable de la vie urbaine et comme la voie menant à un univers de simplicité 
naturelle, prémoderne. Ce texte montre que, à la fin des années 1920, les administrateurs et les 
promoteurs des camps étaient de fait partagés : ils chérissaient l’idée d’une évasion antimoder-
nité, mais ils cherchaient aussi à instaurer des activités « franchement modernes », en intégrant 
les dernières avancées psychologiques et éducatives. Dans les différents camps, le langage et les 
buts de la psychologie éducative et le mouvement d’hygiène mentale influencèrent les objectifs 
et les activités des camps ainsi que la réflexion portant sur les enfants eux-mêmes. Le camp 
était considéré comme environnement idéal pour la stimulation de la santé psychologique et 
l’application des principes d’une éducation nouvelle. Cet article examine la pensée des admi-
nistrateurs sur la valeur de la compétence psychologique et éducative des camps ; il montre 
jusqu’à quel point les administrateurs furent capables de l’appliquer dans les camps. L’article 
examine aussi, mais à un degré moindre, les réactions des enfants face à un camp moderne et 
« psychologique ».
In a radio broadcast of April 1947, Dr. J.G. Althouse, Ontario’s Chief Director of 
Education, praised the summer camp for all it had to offer the children and youth 
of the province. In his comments he lauded the camp’s natural setting, commended 
the simplicity of its programming, and extolled the old-fashioned self-sufficiency it 
engendered. In a sentence, he summed up what many regarded as the camp’s most 
vital attribute. At summer camp, he explained, “The complications of our modern 
way of life are largely removed.” 1 In his understanding of camp life as offering a pos-
sible flight from modernity, Althouse was not alone. Camp administrators from the 
late 1920s through to the early postwar period promoted the summer camp as both 
a much-needed escape from modern, urban living and the pathway to a world of 
natural, pre-modern simplicity.
Idealizations such as these were meant to convince the public, but they shouldn’t 
fool the historian as to the camp’s very real implication in modernity. Summer camps 
were situated in the seemingly constant world of nature, but their administrators also 
prided themselves on keeping abreast of the most recent psychological and educa-
tional trends. While the notion that outdoor living was good for one dated back at 
least as far as the mid-nineteenth century, during the middle decades of the twentieth 
century, this idea was elaborated and refined by those influenced by the emerging 
discipline of psychology. During these years, promoters of camp life regarded it as 
providing the ideal environment for fostering psychological health and well-being. 
They also argued that the camp was unique in its ability not only to preach the ideals 
of progressive education, but, more importantly, to apply them.
In essence, the summer camp had a dual face. What many people saw when they 
looked at the camp was a retreat from the modern world. As social theorist, Anthony 
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Campers at Camp Tanamakoon, c. 1930s. Algonquin Park Museum Archives #3153 (George May).
Giddens has argued, under conditions of modernity nature is typically “constituted 
independently of human social activity,” allowing many to think of it (wrongly) as 
a world apart.2 Those who ran and administered camps sought to capitalize on, and 
often shared this perception, but they also saw the usefulness of bringing modernity 
to the backwoods. If “getting back to nature” had at least the air of good old-fash-
ioned simplicity about it, when it came to thinking about “the child” who was to be 
transformed by this experience, summer camp openly declared itself part and parcel 
of a very modern project. For, as Giddens also argues, one of the defining features of 
modernity is that: “[e]xpert systems are not confined to areas of technological exper-
tise. They extend to social relations themselves and to the intimacies of the self.…
The doctor, counsellor and therapist are as central to the expert systems of modernity 
as the scientist, technician, or engineer.”3 Whether or not the counsellor or therapist 
always achieved their desired ends in the natural setting of summer camp, as else-
where, reliance on their expertise nonetheless marked a significant shift in systems of 
cultural authority.
This paper explores the impact of educational psychology and progressivism on 
the Ontario summer camp. As its source base, it relies on the records of a variety of 
camps across the province. One set of these were private camps founded by urban 
middle-class individuals, designed to turn a profit by serving an elite clientele. A 
second set were agency camps founded by groups like the YMCA, religious organiza-
tions like the Canadian Girls in Training (CGIT), and the Ontario government, all of 
which served a mainly middle-class (but also partly working-class) clientele. A third 
group were “fresh air” camps run by churches, charities and other non-profit orga-
nizations which offered subsidized camp holidays to the poorest sector of Ontario’s 
working-class. Due to its prominence as the largest fresh air camp in the province, 
Bolton Camp, situated just outside Toronto, was chosen as a case study of the fresh 
air experience. These three types of camps represent a cross-section of the Ontario 
camp community during these years. An examination of their diverse settings reveals 
that, at all manner of camps, reliance on emerging psychological and educational 
expertise shaped thinking about the benefits of camp, about the nature of “the child,” 
and about “childhood” as a category of experience. At the same time, the class back-
ground of campers shaped the application of psychological ideas in different ways at 
different Ontario camps as actual children were encountered and managed. As far 
as camps’ educational missions were concerned, they were possibly more successful 
than schools in delivering progressive education, although there were also limits to 
the progressive experiment.
Modern Theories in a Natural Setting
The emergence of the summer camp took place amidst important changes in think-
ing concerning child development in North America. In the late nineteenth cen-
tury, emerging notions of children as dependent and in need of protection resulted 
in the introduction of public and later, compulsory, schooling, the establishment 
of separate children’s institutions, and struggles to eliminate child labour.4 Into the 
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twentieth century, the modern notion of childhood that these changes implied was 
further bolstered by the force of scientific and professional expertise. Common sense 
understandings of children as living a distinct stage of the human experience were 
solidified by explicit theories of child development emanating from newly established 
departments of psychology.5
The emergence of psychology as a distinct discipline was closely tied with what was 
known, in North America, as the mental hygiene movement. National committees 
for the promotion of mental hygiene were established in both the U.S. and Canada 
in 1909 and 1918 respectively.6 It was these bodies that, as historian Mona Gleason 
puts it, “brought psychology out of the laboratory and into the public spaces.” 7 With 
the help of funding from the Canadian body, the first Canadian Department of 
Psychology was established at the University of Toronto in 1926.8 Initially, the disci-
pline, like the movement, endorsed a largely hereditarian view of mental deficiency, 
a stance which limited the scope for professional intervention. As hereditarian views 
were increasingly discredited, however, this situation changed. According to the new 
wisdom, personalities were not born — they were made. Imbued with modern opti-
mism regarding improvement and perfectibility, psychologists now emphasized the 
importance of environment, and the child and the earliest environments of childhood 
became the focus of much psychological investigation. At the same time, a focus on 
“normal” child development replaced the older concentration on the pathological.
In Canada, one of the psychologists who became prominent in this period was 
Dr. William E. Blatz. In his work, Blatz drew on each of the two dominant trends 
in contemporary psychology, behaviourism and Freudianism, as would the summer 
camp itself. On the one hand, Blatz sought to counter the “inefficiency” of most fam-
ily homes; at his Institute for Child Study, for instance, the day nursery incorporated 
the same habit-training, unbending routine and detailed record-keeping favoured 
by the behaviourists and much of contemporary child-rearing advice literature.9 We 
should “take them all away if we could,” was his comment on the advisability of 
removing children from the parental home, revealing, like American psychologist, 
John Watson, an unabashed confidence in the expert approach.10 On the other hand, 
Blatz was also influenced by Freudian ideals. He rejected the use of coercion of any 
kind, objected to interference with children’s natural inclinations, and favoured “free-
choice learning,” as an important counterpart to daily habit-training. Widely known 
for his role in overseeing the upbringing of the Dionne quintuplets, Blatz was less 
well-known for his involvement with summer camps. For a time, during the inter-
war years, Blatz served as on-site psychologist at the two well-known private camps 
run by Taylor Statten in Algonquin Park. In 1942, his connection with camping 
was formally recognized when the Ontario section of the (then) American Camping 
Association enlisted him to deliver lectures and stimulate discussions with groups of 
counsellors.11 Blatz’ research was clearly conducted within the context of a discipline 
dominated by the mental hygiene perspective. In particular, his work fit with what 
Hans Pols describes as “the natural history model” of child development research. 
Proponents of this model were doubtful as to the usefulness of laboratory-based re-
search, arguing that this setting was artificial, foreign to the child and, thus, not likely 
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to replicate the everyday behaviour that psychologists sought to observe.12
Just how “natural” the camp was thought to be was the crux of its appeal not only 
to modern psychologists, but to many North Americans. Indeed, summer camps 
were not unique to Ontario; they appeared in other Canadian provinces and prolifer-
ated throughout the New England and later, other states, as scholars are beginning 
to document.13 To most observers, Canadian or American, what was most striking 
however, about this recreational innovation was not its connection to modern-day 
psychological or educational theory, but its wonderfully natural setting, a view camps 
worked to promote. In contrast to early nineteenth-century views, camp literature 
constructed nature as an unquestionably positive and life-giving force, a realm to be 
sought out and embraced, never feared. The backdrop for this highly romantic view 
of nature was, of course, the population shift from countryside to city, which had 
occurred by these years. In Ontario, as early as 1921, the urban population already 
stood at 58 percent. By 1951 the number had risen to 72.14 As a predominantly urban 
society, many Ontarians now looked back longingly on a time of presumably closer 
connection to the natural world. If not seriously interested in re-visiting their pioneer 
days, modern urbanites yet sought ways to “reconnect” with the natural world. In this 
regard, summer camp was only one among many nature-based recreations that had 
been attracting the attention of urban Ontarians from the late nineteenth century 
onwards.15
Like promoters of other wilderness and nature-based experiences, administrators 
at private, agency and fresh air camps in Ontario worked to instill images of camp 
life as the healthy antithesis of modern urban living. In glossy promotional brochures 
and in the pages of staff manuals, they depicted contact with trees, grasses, lakes, 
and sunshine as the ideal context for physical, emotional and spiritual health. Private 
camp literature extolled camp for providing well-to-do youth with “fresh strength 
with every contact with Mother Earth,” while Fresh Air Fund promoters insisted 
that, for working-class children, “a good dose of outdoors cures almost anything.”16 
These were not simply recreational choices, the literature seemed to insist; affiliation 
with the natural world was a prerequisite for healthy human development. “Every 
child has an instinctive yearning to get back to the natural and to the simple funda-
mentals of the green earth,” one promoter of fresh air camps asserted in the pages of 
the Toronto Star. Another described “the inner longing for the country” that presum-
ably resided within every youthful soul.17 Summer camp, then, was no superfluous 
luxury. In Camp Ahmek’s 1939 private camp counsellor handbook, the language of 
necessity was used to describe its origin:
If the camp had not been invented, we should now have to create it, such 
need there is today of the steadying offices of direct contact with the earth: the 
constancy of evening and morning, the sureness of brooks and tides, the firmly 
planted trees, the upholding hills. Is it not well for us all early to find a close 
relationship with the earth, our long home?....A camping experience may be 
valuable if it does nothing more than to help a child enjoy being a first-hand 
part of roads and trails, fire and water, sunrise and dusk.18
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This belief in nature’s powerful, yet subliminal influence was the backdrop against 
which all summer camp projects were launched. As Michael Smith concludes in 
the context of American summer camps, the idea of nature as inherently good for 
children had an amazing “durability” throughout the twentieth century.19 So also in 
Ontario; whatever the camp’s goals, whether to shape upper- or working-class youth, 
to “toughen up” boys, or socialize girls, they were more likely to be achieved in a 
natural setting, so the thinking went. Nature, so it seemed, wiped children clean of 
negative influence, creating just the conditions for ambitious educators to imprint 
their new messages on the childish slate.
“As Far Removed as a South Sea Island”
William Blatz’ appearance at summer camp was not something that would have 
made sense in the early years of Ontario’s summer camp history. At the turn of the 
century, when the first camps in the province were being established, the camp was 
understood in different terms. Indeed, the common wisdom within the camping 
movement was that, before the 1930s, camp objectives were conceptualized from a 
primarily recreational perspective. Camp directors who felt that they had advanced 
beyond this early phase looked back on these early years as a time when camp was 
advocated primarily as good clean fun and not much more.20
According to this narrative, camp objectives became more sophisticated and “edu-
cational” in the inter-war years. Particularly from the 1930s onwards, the camping 
movement articulated its goals in the language of educational psychology. This was 
no accident; camp directors had both direct and indirect connection to education-
al circles and to the emerging psychological discipline. Taylor Statten, founder of 
Camps Ahmek and Wapomeo in the early 1920s, and perhaps the most prominent 
individual in Ontario camping, conducted a twenty-year career with the YMCA, 
first as Secretary of Boys’ Work for the Toronto Y, and later as National Boys’ Work 
Secretary. Statten became widely known in Canada as a captivating public speaker 
and for his part in the development of the Canadian Standard Efficiency Test (CSET) 
for adolescent boys. He was also brought on staff at Pickering College in the 1920s 
as “Director of Character Education” and, according to his biographer, as the first vo-
cational guidance counsellor in Canada.21 Mary Hamilton, founder of Tanamakoon 
in Algonquin Park in 1925, was head of physical education and later, principal, at 
Toronto’s Margaret Eaton School, a private institution which played an important 
role in providing female physical education teachers across Toronto in the inter-
war years. Perhaps even more so than other camp directors, Hamilton’s founding 
of Tanamakoon was envisioned as an extension of her work at the school; uniquely, 
she added camp counsellor training to the school’s physical education course and 
arranged for students of physical education to apply their skills as new counsellors 
at Tanamakoon during the summer.22 Finally, Dr. Mary Northway, among the first 
cohort of girls to attend summer camps in the 1920s, later became staff and finally, 
director of her own canoe-trip camp in the 1940s, while also pursuing an academ-
ic career in child psychology at the University of Toronto as one of the favoured 
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doctoral students of William Blatz.23 These are just several examples; many more 
could be given to underscore the fact that the summer camp in Ontario was deeply 
connected to the world of education and academic psychology.24
Operating within these milieus, camp directors were influenced by the dominant 
educational psychology of their time. In particular, camp literature echoed psychol-
ogy’s focus on the environment, something which came easily in a context where 
uniqueness of setting was the primary selling point. Camp administrators of all types 
shared the belief that human beings were capable of change and that their environ-
ment was the key factor in effecting it. While proponents of mental hygiene were 
“dazzled by the school’s potential” 25 as a site for the observation (and alteration) of 
child behaviour, outdoor educationalists were even more hopeful of the camp. Camp 
was not only a distinct place in the geographic sense, it was also considered to provide 
a fundamentally new environment, with all the connotations of experimentation and 
potential progress this conjured up. In this lay its power, as promoters agreed. In 
the literature of fresh air camps as early as 1924, poor working-class children were 
described as “building for the days to come under a very great handicap indeed. One 
word explains it all and that word is ‘environment.’” 26
Though camps catered to distinct portions of Ontario’s youth, they shared an 
understanding of what made the camp environment so valuable: first, its fundamen-
tally “natural” character, and second, its isolation. Isolation entailed not only distance 
from consumer culture, but also from competing educational influences, including 
the home. The authors of Camping and Character stated openly in 1929 that it was 
the setting in which “erratic parental discipline can be avoided and ... mental hygiene 
methods ... carried out without prejudice or interference.” 27 Clearly, when seen in 
light of the psychological aims of the movement, this physical removal took on added 
importance. Isolation was what every psychologist sought, the necessary condition 
for the controlled experiment. For those who favoured the natural history model, 
camp seemed to offer a nice balance of the two. Without placing children in the ar-
tificial laboratory setting, camp founders created the conditions for “a constancy and 
thoroughness of observation … which cannot be secured in many other situations,” 
as Camping and Character recognized. “In camp ... the entire day may be carefully ob-
served and recorded.” 28 Psychologist and camp director Mary Northway, elaborated 
on the camp’s usefulness for child study in 1940:
The summer camp offers an ideal field for research for the social psychologist. 
It is an isolated, constant, temporary group, as far removed from the ordinary 
roads of social intercourse as a south sea island. Camp suddenly comes into 
existence when a group of individuals, cut off from the ties of their normal 
societies, are thrust together in one geographic community, and a new society 
is created. While camp lasts, it is an isolated community; and it may be consid-
ered a society in miniature.29
It would be a mistake however, to see the two essential aspects of the camp envi-
ronment — nature and isolation — as unrelated. As camp educators saw it, it was 
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precisely the combination of the two which made the camp superior to other chil-
dren’s institutions. Camp isolated children more completely than either schools or 
clinics. And yet, while the camp seemed to offer “complete environmental control,” 
it was also thought to present opportunities for “personal fulfilment of emotions and 
interests.” 30 In short, camp was meant to be both fun and psychologically beneficial. 
According to a 1933 report from Bolton (fresh air) Camp, in terms of fostering 
healthy “self-development,” camp offered children, “greater opportunity ... than if 
they were at the most expensive Summer Hotels.” 31 The clear implication was that 
“over-civilized” luxury and comfort prevented honest connection with the natural 
world. Summer camp, by contrast, offered life-changing experiences of direct contact 
with nature. The healthiest modern children, then, would be shaped in this seem-
ingly pre-modern setting.
One of the qualities camps were praised for fostering was independence, some-
thing Blatz and his contemporaries saw as a key marker of maturity. In effect, camp 
was to act as a way station between childhood and adulthood, a space in which chil-
dren could achieve “emancipation” from parents. Especially at private camps where 
children, sometimes as young as four years old, spent the eight weeks of summer, 
increased independence was an inevitable by-product. As Camp Ahmek’s counsel-
lor handbook explained in 1939, “‘Untying apron strings’ is a popular way — [and, 
clearly, also a gendered one] — of expressing this function. This process of emotional 
weaning and the establishment of habits of independence … must be complete be-
fore an individual has achieved psychological adulthood. Even in a month or two, 
the camp can frequently accomplish very valuable results in helping campers to ‘grow 
up.’” 32 In this same spirit, the Camp Ahmek administration discouraged counsellors 
from demanding “blind obedience to authority” from their campers.33 Camp was 
meant to build confidence, helping children to think for themselves and stand on 
their own feet. As in the wider world of psychology, shy children were regarded as 
in particular need of improvement. Staff were instructed to use “careful observation” 
to root out the “timid or seclusive[sic]” camper, while camp bulletins glowed with 
reports of “happier and more self-confident” children of those previously “quiet and 
withdrawn.” 34
At camp, as elsewhere, the ultimate test of the healthy personality was the ability 
to work well with others and especially one’s peers. Though clearly ordered by adults, 
camp was regarded as a world made for children, a mini-community in which their 
needs were paramount and in which they were to learn, above all, from each other. 
There, children neglected, coddled, or perhaps without siblings at home were forced 
to live alongside others on an on-going basis, a matter for praise in the camp litera-
ture. Mary Northway stressed in 1939: “It is highly important that a child learn to be 
at home with his own contemporaries. Acceptability by older people or by younger 
children in no way makes up for failure to get along with one’s own age group.” 35 
This focus on “peers,” what historian Howard Chudacoff describes as an emerging 
“age consciousness,” was echoed throughout the camp movement.36 On a practical 
level, age grouping of campers became pedagogical imperative. It was clearly with 
pride that a 1938 report stated, “The programme of Bolton Camp has grown by 
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studying the needs of each age and sex group and planning for these accordingly.” 37 A 
year later the camp had divided children ranging from infants to sixteen years into at 
least six separate categories, each with its own distinct programme, a pattern repeated 
at private and agency camps of this period.38
Typically, peers were understood to be children of the same age; at summer camp, 
peers were also grouped by class. While a degree of overlap always existed, generally 
speaking, camps of different types were established for children from different eco-
nomic backgrounds, a reality which also shaped the nature of psychology’s impact at 
camp. At private camps with typically hefty fees, resources were available to hire on-
site psychologists and to undertake extensive psychological testing. Lower camper-
to-staff ratios also allowed counsellors and other staff to pay more careful attention 
to individual campers and to apply principles of child psychology to their work.39 
Parents of these middle- and upper-class campers might also have played a role. In 
the inter-war years, parents of this sort were more likely to seek out the camp for its 
socializing potential than, say, parents of the poor, who appreciated fresh air camps 
mainly for providing out-of-city holidays and a break for overworked mothers. As 
early as the 1920s, Camp Ahmek administrators were aware that well-to-do parents 
sent children to them so that they would “learn to play and become less reserved,” 
“to gain more self confidence and overcome shyness” and “one of the most common 
suggestions,” to learn to “mix readily with others.” 40 More cynical opinions suggested 
these wealthy parents also appreciated having children off their hands for the sum-
mer, but likely they also expected them to come home better people.41
In a number of cases, private camp directors and staff were, themselves, trained 
psychologists who looked to the world of camping as a summertime outlet for their 
expertise. The case of Mary Northway has already been mentioned here. Her accom-
plished academic career, in fact, drew on her lifelong interest in camping. Her doc-
toral research was a case study of children’s social relationships at camp, researched at 
Glen Bernard, the camp of her own childhood and youth. Upon completion of her 
dissertation in 1938, Blatz took her on as lecturer at the prestigious Institute of Child 
Study. Northway’s training clearly influenced her approach to campers, for instance, 
her Watsonian belief that she was working with “the most powerful and plastic mate-
rial in the world, namely, children.” 42 In her eyes, good camp workers were produced 
by combining experience with children and “technical knowledge of child develop-
ment.” Elsie Palter provides another example of a trained psychologist turned camp 
director. After founding Camp Kawagama with her husband in 1945, she prided 
herself on keeping a psychological profile of every camper who passed through the 
camp gates. With a box of index cards kept well into old age, Palter was apparently 
still analyzing her campers many years after their camp holidays.43
Of all private camps in Ontario, Camp Ahmek stands out for its early, most 
intensive and thorough-going application of psychology to the realm of camping. 
Indeed, one might regard the Ahmek administration as one of the “early adopters” 
of ideas that would become widely accepted elsewhere in later years.44 Established 
by Taylor Statten in 1921 on the shores of Canoe Lake in the southwestern corner 
of Algonquin Park, Ahmek was located so as to attract the interest of the wealthier 
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classes. It also attracted the interest of two social scientists, Hedley S. Dimock and 
Charles E. Hendry, who undertook observational studies at the camp, resulting in a 
number of publications over the years.
The most widely-read of these publications was Camping and Character, what 
some would come to think of as the “North American bible of camping.” Ultimately, 
the (over three hundred page) 1929 study amounted to the camp’s public statement 
on the fruitful union of psychology, education and camping and was tellingly sub-
titled “An Experiment in Character Education.” While admitting to difficulties in 
the precise measurement of “character,” the authors nonetheless expounded on the 
importance of applying “the most rigourous scrutiny and techniques” asserting, “the 
summer camp must participate in th[e] endeavor to develop and apply more scien-
tific methods to test its results.” Indeed, in a chapter on “Appraising the Results,” 
life at camp read like a formal psychology experiment, complete with references to 
“measuring devices,” “empirical judgements,” and “standard deviations,” replete with 
charts and graphs.45
Dimock and Hendry gathered information for their study in a number of ways. 
First, there were the medical exams, two or three “tests of proficiency” in camp-
ing skills, and other tests assessing campers’ general intelligence, knowledge and val-
ues. More covertly, counsellors rated campers according to the camp’s “Behaviour 
Frequency Rating Scale” which included fifty-four different aspects of behaviour. 
Children were also the subject of more descriptive “behaviour observation reports,” 
and “weekly progress reports” on their general conduct and camping skills. Finally, 
parents were asked to assess their child’s social, emotional, and psychological prog-
ress before and after camp, another way of furthering the parent education goals of 
mental hygiene.46 Clearly, record-keeping and analysis were central to this project. 
The camp’s counselling handbook stated in 1939, “In the business world records and 
accounting as a means of judging results are taken for granted. Because the camp is 
not dealing with tangible outcomes, such as automobiles or biscuits, for example, 
is no reason for not attempting some accounting of results. We believe that persons 
and their development are of great importance, worthy of adequate records, and of 
the best techniques of appraisal.”47 What solidified and further facilitated psychol-
ogy’s impact at Ahmek was the establishment of the camp’s own “Department of 
Psychology” in 1930. Like the many child guidance clinics springing up across North 
American cities after World War I, the Department allowed a set of bona fide profes-
sionals to hone their strategies for the measurement and recording of psychological 
data at camp.48
What sort of “character,” one might wonder, did these professionals set out to 
measure? The list of items on the “Behaviour Observation Scale” gave some indica-
tion. Rather than the older nineteenth-century focus on sobriety, thrift, and Sabbath-
observance, or on a list of “immoral” habits, the scale aimed at detecting defective 
personalities and indications of “maladjustment.” Counsellors were expected to rate 
campers in terms of “resourcefulness,” “initiative,” “leadership” and “friendliness,” as 
well as ‘stubbornness,” “timidity”, “fearfulness,” and “overbearing attitude.” While 
“character” could be detected in such things as the willingness “to observe rules and 
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regulations” and to “contribute well-considered suggestions to the ... group,” lack of 
adjustment was apparent in tendencies to “blush easily,” to “grouch [and] find fault,” 
and to “seek the limelight.” In essence, character and well-adapted personalities were 
one and the same. Both were now matters of near-scientific dimensions, as the camp’s 
interest in decoding “laws of personality” suggested. With their focus on the child’s 
“fundamental urges, drives or motives,” such laws implied, as many psychologists 
were doing, that there were really no “bad” children, simply those who used maladap-
tive means to achieve their emotional ends.49
Ultimately the “psychological gaze” at Ahmek was broad indeed. The typical child 
was evaluated and assessed at every turn, whether by formal testing or simply while 
enjoying the life of camp. In addition, more difficult, misbehaving youth could ex-
pect individual visits to the camp psychologist, a scenario which allowed the gaze to 
become even more personal and direct. Camping and Character provided an overview 
of a few of these “problem campers,” with behavioural problems such as “lying,” 
“stealing,” “temper tantrums,” and “poor eating habits.” At Ahmek’s Psychology 
Department, camp psychologists observed, diagnosed, and treated them as they saw 
fit. In the course of this process, every problem and personality was refracted through 
the prism of psychological expertise. “During the interview with the psychologist,” it 
was noted of one camper diagnosed “neurotic,” “Albert was chewing gum, biting his 
nails, scratching, and constantly moving around. His fears included water, snakes, the 
dark, and lions. He dreams … about spooky things.…Bed-wetting persisted until he 
was seven. When made to hold his hands quietly in his lap, his facial muscles were 
affected, indicating the definiteness of his neurotic condition.” 50 Clearly, what many 
might consider typical childhood habits and fears could be cause for professional 
intervention and treatment at the hands of psychological experts.
At Ahmek and other private camps, administrators developed a psychological cri-
tique not only of their campers, but also of the well-to-do family and home life. 
While private campers were frequently viewed as the leaders and up-standing citizens 
of the future, administrators also worried about the potential problems inherent in 
conditions of privilege. Here, camp psychologists anticipated the negative assessment 
of the wealthy family offered by Crestwood Heights authors in postwar years.51 In 
Camping and Character the case was made that material abundance posed its own 
unique challenges to healthy development:
The boys who attend private camps come largely from the homes of the busi-
ness and professional classes. Their adjustment needs probably differ from the 
adaptive needs of boys in other kinds of camps.... This does not imply for a 
moment that boys who come to private camps are better adjusted socially than 
the attendants at other camps. A parent’s fortune may be a boy’s greatest mis-
fortune as has been repeatedly pointed out by psychiatrists.52
Put another way, “spoiling” was regarded as the ever-present danger in privileged 
families. Mary Northway’s observations at Glen Bernard might have been made in 
many other private camp settings. She commented in 1937: “Bella was the youngest 
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of six in a wealthy family. Very early she assumed the role of ‘spoilt youngest’ and 
used it to rule the family and gain her own ends.... She loved attention and used 
subtle tricks to secure it.” 53 This type of indulgence, many agreed, was leading to the 
“postponing of independence” and the development of undisciplined personalities, 
unfit for leadership roles.54
Overall, wealthy parents were accused of giving too much in a material sense, but 
when it came to the question of proper love and attention, they were often faulted 
with a lack of generosity. In Camping and Character, absentee parents drew special 
attention. Mothers, in particular, were charged with neglect of their duties, too often 
leaving children in the hands of alternate care-givers. In the case of “problem camper 
Ezekiel” it was stated, “His crudeness of dress and eating habits are largely accounted 
for by his home situation, where the responsibility is divided between the mother, 
maids, and a sister. This probably means that he does just about whatever he wants.” 
Another mother who came in for criticism was described as “a woman of culture… 
away from home considerably,” and who was in the habit of leaving her boys with 
either the housekeeper or their grandmother. Wealthy fathers, for their part, were 
blamed for being overly absorbed in business success and in out-of-town travel, and 
for giving children poor role models in their pursuit of social prestige. Clearly, while 
historians have told us much about professional critiques of the working-class family, 
it is interesting to note that, under psychology’s gaze, wealthy families also came in 
for criticism.55
As the objects of this intensifying gaze, children at private camps responded in 
various ways. Reactions to on-site psychologists were sometimes distinctly negative. 
In this respect, the experts at Ahmek encountered some challenging cases, campers 
like “Freddy” who left his psychological assessment “in a humiliated ... but rebellious 
mood” and “Ezekiel,” who, only hours after his session to improve his attitude was 
found “flick[ing] a large sticky piece of chewing gum into the camp mother’s coif-
fure.” 56 Even those not in any way singled out for observation sometimes bristled at 
the psychologist’s presence. Indeed, while completing their field-work, the authors of 
Camping and Character were felt, by some, to be hindering children’s full enjoyment 
of camp. “[T]he two men ‘got in the way’ of campers doing their daily activities,” 
states one history of the camp. “There were forms to be filled out and evaluations 
to be made every day which interrupted the normal flow of the programme. From 
a campers’ point of view, the two men were ‘outsiders’ and did not appear to be the 
type of people to easily fit into a camp situation.” 57 Such responses were not entirely 
unique. At Glen Bernard, Mary Northway was forced to admit that her own research 
met with some resistance, despite her personal history with the camp. During the 
second phase of her research, she confessed there were several campers who refused to 
participate, indicating that the questions were “too personal.” Asking participants to 
identify their “least favourite camper,” for instance, generated “considerable resent-
ment.” 58 On the other hand, some campers who had trouble fitting in sometimes ap-
preciated the individual attention of the professionals.59 The important point here is 
not so much whether the expert gaze was appreciated or not, but that it provided the 
template by which mental health or un-health was assessed, a very different scenario 
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from that which prevailed just a few decades previously.
At agency camps run by youth organizations and religious groups, psychology 
also had its influence. Due to their relatively low fees, these camps did not have 
the resources to develop departments of psychology, but camper populations were 
small enough to allow for a fair bit of individual attention. At the YMCA’s Camp 
Pine Crest, this translated in 1940 into “hundreds of hours” of “personal counsel-
ling,” provided not by trained psychologists, but, nonetheless, by counsellors and, in 
some cases, the director. Administrators showed great faith in the value of this talk 
therapy, with camp reports detailing the progress of individual campers upon receiv-
ing the personalized attention of staff.60 Campers were praised for learning to share 
in cabin clean-up, for accepting an outcast camper, or just generally, for getting along 
with others. Administrators at agency camps, like those at private camps, stressed 
the importance of detailed record keeping as a way of counting their successes (or 
failures). As at Ahmek, information for records was solicited from parents, counsel-
lors and other staff. At the Y’s Tapawingo for girls, in 1951, at least some campers 
went through extensive “intake interviews” which included questions about parent-
child relationships, children’s work habits and interests, as well as attitudes towards 
“race and religious prejudice, snobbishness, … boys, and sex.” 61 Administrators were 
self-conscious, like other camps, of how they differed from camps of the past in 
this regard. As a brief history of the Y’s On-Da-Da-Waks put it somewhat smugly, 
“Record-keeping was not a strong point with the early directors of Camp O.” 62 By 
contrast, Pine Crest’s administration was asserting, by 1949 that, “records are invalu-
able in estimating the success and value of camp programme and should therefore be 
very carefully kept.” 63 At the same time, these camps tried to balance Watsonian-style 
record keeping with a more Freudian interest in the individual child. Canoe trips, for 
instance, were to be planned “to fit the campers,” while those keeping reports on the 
camp were expected to remember that “the most vital part of a camp concerned [the] 
boys, and what effect the camp had on their lives.” 64
This situation was both similar and different at fresh air camps in the province. 
Certainly, there was no question of on-site psychologists or departments of psychol-
ogy at camps of this sort. Even if the hiring of professionals had been feasible (which 
it was not), with thousands of campers each summer (compared to, perhaps, two 
hundred at the typical private or agency camp), it would have required a small army 
of psychologists to offer the same level of attention. Furthermore, the short ten- to 
twelve-day stays typical at such camps allowed little time for observation, let alone 
diagnosis and treatment. Finally, one wonders to what degree psychological assess-
ment was thought appropriate for working-class children. The actions of misbehav-
ing poor children — boys in particular — did not go unnoticed, but were more likely 
to win them the label of delinquent, rather than neurotic, with the goal being to 
“reform” them at the hand of social workers rather than to “treat” them at the hand 
of psychologists.
Still, even at the low-budget, charity-run Bolton Fresh Air Camp, psychological 
theories had their impact and these years saw an increasing interest in campers’ emo-
tional and psychological well-being. While fresh air camps had initially recommended 
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themselves to the public for their health benefits, concerted efforts were made in the 
late 1930s to convince the public that their mandate went far beyond providing nu-
trition and combating disease. “In terms of physical health [a camp holiday] means 
much,” it was declared as early as 1931, “but no one will ever be able to estimate 
the benefits to mental health this outing ... means.” 65 Though camp promoters were 
not the first to make such claims, their emphasis on using nature as a tool in early 
personality development, rather than simply as a fresh air tonic, was unique. By 1944 
administrators at Bolton declared that physical well-being was now taking a back seat 
to other concerns, that, in fact, “the health influences ... although very important in 
themselves, are subordinate in value to ... other factors.” 66
Ultimately, camps of all types contributed to the broader cultural transforma-
tion of the meaning of childhood. Crucial to this way of thinking was that children 
were not just smaller versions of adult psyches. “Children are neither vegetables nor 
miniature men,” Mary Northway asserted in 1939, while of director, Mary Edgar, it 
was said, “she felt very strongly that children should be children.” 67 These seemingly 
banal statements spoke volumes concerning the shift in conceptions of childhood. 
They highlighted the notion that children had needs, interests, and abilities distinct 
from those of adults, beliefs not so firmly held by previous generations.
In theory then, childhood was constructed as a category beyond class. Thus, while 
adults who enjoyed material comforts and holiday pleasures were to count them-
selves “lucky,” all children were understood to be “deserving” of their rightful por-
tion of good times. In this modern view, the condition of childhood denoted not 
only satisfaction of needs, but also the creation of good memories. Childhood was a 
time not only to be happy, but one to look back on with fondness, much as an ideal-
ized conflict-free past figured in anti-modernist thinking about collective experience. 
Childhood was to function as “the good old days” of every individual, the time before 
“now” when all was placid stability and calm. Again, compared with the outlook of 
earlier generations, this signalled a paradigm shift of somewhat radical proportions.
Psychology and the Camp in Depression, War and Cold War
Psychology impacted the summer camp throughout this period, but time also played 
a role in influencing the nature of its impact. The idea of camp as isolated from 
the rest of society, though never wholly true at any time, was shown to be even less 
so in the years of worldwide depression and war. The hard times of the 1930s for 
instance, had distinct, if varying, effect on camps in Ontario; private camps saw 
their enrolments drop, while fresh air camps felt increasing pressure to accommodate 
children from needy families.68 During World War II, state-organized mass mobiliza-
tion of labour, resources and funds devoted to the war effort all had their impact, the 
most significant results being labour shortages and the challenges of fund-raising.69 
Along with these, the imperative to ration, conserve, and contribute to the war ef-
fort shaped camp programming. Finally, the general affluence of the post-war period 
altered thinking about recreation and leisure and also made camp holidays accessible 
to many more Canadians.
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In each of these periods, apart from these general impacts, ideas about the psy-
chology of camping were also affected. For its part, the Depression seemed to deepen 
the feeling that camp could offer escape from society, with the presumed isolation of 
camp life and its psychological benefits taking on added appeal. Bolton Camp saw 
its work as “still more essential and valuable,” offering mothers and children a short 
respite from the strain of constant worry and daily troubles. In triumphant tone, a 
1933 report declared the camp as “one area exempt from the Depression”:
I do not mean that the finances were not affected.…Quite the reverse. There 
had to be a concentration upon financial problems never before known. … But 
all this was not apparent in the life of the Camp. As one entered its gates, that 
oppression and mental worry which have been universal for four years seemed 
to be left behind. The mothers and children coming from families which have 
known more than their share of these problems and worries became conscious 
that this was an area where, for a brief time at least, they could feel security and 
peace and happiness.70
Private camps also spoke of being isolated from the Depression at camp; however, for 
those who lived their whole lives isolated from real economic insecurity, these state-
ments could take on an air of complacency. One camper, looking back on the 1930s 
at Ahmek, sounded almost smug about how easily the troubles of the world could 
be forgotten at camp. “I never felt in those days … that the camp ever suffered from 
the Depression. You never had the feeling that the world was down, down, down. 
Once you hit Canoe Lake … we[sic] were all having the greatest time in the world, 
the outside world was shut off and camp carried on in a very upbeat situation.” 71 As 
positive as such experiences must have been for young campers, the comforts (and 
potential mental health benefits) of such camps were accessible to only a privileged 
few, even in good times, and even more so during the Depression.
World War II presented camp administrators with different challenges. Though 
steering poor children away from criminal activities had always been a concern of 
fresh air camp promoters, it was in the war years, and immediately after, that refer-
ences to juvenile delinquency increased. These concerns fit with what has already 
been documented about worries over family life during wartime, especially the per-
ceived connection between married women’s paid labour and increasing rates of ju-
venile delinquency. Camp literature and fund-raising appeals showed similar concern 
for absent fathers and mothers “exhausted by factory work.” The children were the 
real concern, too often, it was said, packed into “crowded day nurseries” or, worse, 
left unattended and “roaming the streets.” As was typical of the period, “delinquency” 
encompassed a range of behaviours, from petty thefts at outdoor fruit stalls and toy 
stores to the even more innocuous “crimes” of using “bad language” and, in one case, 
swimming nude at the Toronto Beaches. (Luckily, in this 1947 case, a “policeman 
of understanding” passed this “delinquent” on to the Toronto Star’s Fresh Air Fund 
and not the juvenile court.) Although poverty and material conditions were some-
times alluded to in terms of causes, “summer boredom” was also blamed. Assuming 
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that being deprived of outdoor fun was reason enough for delinquent behaviour, the 
Toronto Star reporter stated in August 1941, “Naturally, they can’t go out and play 
golf, they don’t play tennis, the lakefront often is weary miles away and they may 
not have a swimming suit. They can’t get jobs, these youngsters, so they steal.” 72 At 
camp, it was assumed these potential delinquents would make “fine contacts,” form 
“new interests” and catch glimpses of “a better way of living” that would set them on 
the right path.73
While fresh air camps focused on the trouble working-class children might be 
causing around them, private camps gave more thought to the war’s potentially 
harmful psychological effect on campers themselves. At the Taylor Statten camps, 
the war strengthened the citizenship-building mandate, but also caused debate over 
whether impressionable young minds should be exposed to the realities of military 
conflict. In response to a student questionnaire of 1942, Adele Ebbs (daughter of 
Taylor Statten and heavily involved in his camp enterprise), initially emphasized that 
“camp should not be isolated as Utopia from world events.…[Campers] do have to 
return to their own communities … and one of our main aims is to make them bet-
ter citizens.” 74 Still, when asked directly if she believed in supplying campers with 
regular updates of current events, her answer was “No.” Her real objection seemed to 
lie with the psychology of the matter. “[T]he issue can be over-emphasized if care is 
not taken,” Ebbs explained, arguing that children could be “easily over-stimulated.” 
Ultimately, she sought to instill practices of good citizenship among campers, to con-
tribute to the war effort, but only if “keeping the emotional side under control.” This 
all fit well with the notion of childhood as a protected time, the idea that “children 
should be children,” and that certain types of knowledge were not suitable for their 
consumption. Still, camps differed on the question. Shirley Ford remembers director 
Mary Edgar reading out headlines and short articles on war news at Glen Bernard, 
suggesting that ideas were not uniform as to the information with which children 
could be expected to cope.75
 As the world seemed an increasingly changing and unpredictable place in 
these years of Depression, war and, later, the Cold War, camp was looked to as a 
place to provide children with the sense of security that urban life, presumably, could 
not. Mary Northway paid special attention to fostering children’s sense of security at 
camp. In a 1942 article entitled, “Security Pegs for Campers,” she explained, “The 
good ground for security which camping offers … is the fact that its very centre is 
life in the out-of-doors. As the child comes to know the law, order and beauty of 
the physical world ... he discovers a sense of permanency.” By the very way in which 
nature was defined — in contrast to human life, so constant and never-changing — it 
seemed to promise the stability deemed lacking in the urban environment of imper-
manence and flux. In the same article, Northway offered that security was fostered by 
the hard work of camping. Indeed, she claimed, “camp is wrongly called simple”:
It is not nearly so simple to collect wood, bring it in, pile it, light it and make 
it continue to flame, as it is to turn an electric switch on a city range; it is not 
nearly so simple to build a shelter to protect one from the rain as it is to unlock 
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one’s own front door. But for anyone who has discovered he can satisfy his own 
basic life needs through the work of his own mind and his own hands, the 
discovery gives a security that has permanent effect.76
In post-war years, fostering security was deemed no less — and perhaps more — im-
portant at camp, as it was in the political, economic and domestic realms. At the 
level of childhood, fostering security now meant more than just the filling of mate-
rial needs; providing children with positive experiences was also crucial. Under the 
influence of Freudian thinking, popularized during the post-war years, childhood 
experiences were understood to have lasting importance. In 1949, a Fresh Air Fund 
appeal posed the rhetorical question, “How much of later success in life has its roots 
in childhood!” 77 As if in response, a private camp brochure stated unequivocally in 
1950, “The happiest adults are those who had happy and fruitful childhood expe-
riences.” 78 Starting from such premises, camps saw themselves providing not only 
happy experiences for young campers, but also lifelong emotional and psychological 
stability.
Once at camp, campers of the 1950s were subject to administrators with increas-
ingly psychological aims. One place this was apparent was in the pages of camp man-
uals, where the language was increasingly psychologized. In 1950 at Ahmek, it was 
argued that children should use arts and crafts projects “to express their innermost 
feelings,” while a CGIT camp manual of the same year advised using sports — “espe-
cially those using balls” — as a way of “releasing hostility.” 79 In other post-war camp 
literature, the canoe trip was lauded for fostering not only “self-reliance” and “initia-
tive,” but also a facility with “co-operation” and a sense of “responsibility” for one’s 
fellow camper.80 Staff, too, were being trained to think about their campers using psy-
chological concepts and terms. Literature from the privately-run Camp Winnebagoe 
declared in 1946, “A thorough knowledge of child psychology is imperative in order 
to analyse the mental attitude of every camper.” 81 At the province’s Bark Lake Camp 
for counsellors-in-training, the eight-hour course in “Understanding the Camper” 
contained all the staples of post-war thinking regarding permissive child-rearing and 
the “basic needs of the individual,” such as the need for “self-respect,” for “success,” 
“dominance,” and “new experiences.” 82 Even religiously-oriented camps were incor-
porating insights of more secular experts. The post-war CGIT counsellor was advised 
to “read some recommended materials on the psychology of adolescents,” and to 
attempt to discover “what makes her [camper] tick.” 83 At the Y’s Camp Pine Crest, 
spiritual goals were likewise refracted through a psychological lens. A 1951 report 
declared, “Our primary concern … is for the all round growth and personality devel-
opment of each individual, in ways consistent with our Christian ideals.” 84
As in earlier decades, campers’ parents and home life came in for criticism in 
post-war years. If post-war families put great stock in the value and comforts of 
home, and if educators continued to regard it as a key influence in a child’s life, 
camp enthusiasts reflected the expert view that the home was not, by itself, enough. 
As was typical of this era, mother-blaming was common. In Mary Northway’s writ-
ings, some middle- and upper-class mothers were accused of “protecting [the child] 
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as a little god,” while others, of “thrust[ing him] brutally at an early age to fend for 
himself.” 85 In Fresh Air Fund appeals, working-class mothers were blamed for creat-
ing homes of “constant bickering” 86 and for their tendency “to leave dust unmolested 
on the floors, to leave beds unmade, dishes unwashed, clothes unhung and children 
untended.” 87 Such criticisms suggested, as did modern psychology and the mental 
hygiene movement, that other socializing agents were needed, not just as a last resort 
for difficult children, but to keep all children on the path of normal child develop-
ment. In effect, the home was reconceptualized as only one in a constellation of fac-
tors which promised to turn out the properly socialized child. As the province’s Chief 
Director of Education claimed in 1947, “It is wholesome ... for boys and girls to get 
away for a time from their home, no matter how good that home may be.” 88 Others 
agreed that extra-familial institutions had distinctive roles to play. “The family and 
the camp have different objectives,” director Mary Hamilton stated in 1958. “The 
family is concerned mainly with the individual interests of the child, while the camp 
sees the child as a member of a group and seeks her adjustment to it.” 89 Clearly, as in 
the wider society, the mental hygiene point of view now permeated the articulation 
of camp goals, the planning of camp programming, and thinking about the camper 
one hoped to change.
“Like Progressive Schools in the Outdoors”
From the late 1920s onward, camp life was influenced not only by psychological, but 
also educational expertise. As early as 1929, Camping and Character was proclaiming 
that efficient camp programming required “the most critical consideration of edu-
cational technique.” 90 Ten years later, Camp Ahmek’s “Talks to Counsellors” stated: 
“The whole life of the camp is the curriculum. The process of living, the interaction 
of persons within activities of many sorts … constitute the educative process.” 91 By 
1936 CGIT literature preached a similar message, that camping was “a necessary part 
of the modern girl’s education.” 92 By the post-war period the influence of educational 
theory at camp was widespread and, accompanying it, a keen sense of the movement’s 
progress. As a brochure from the private Camp Wabikon stated in 1952, “for a long 
time we thought of camp as a place to send youngsters to get them out of the city for 
the summer. This is still worthwhile, but camping today is recognized as a unique 
educational experience.” 93 Administrators of private, fresh-air, and agency camps 
agreed that something new was going on; that camping itself represented “one of the 
most significant educational innovations of the century.” 94 Though its relationship 
to formal education was conceptualized as auxiliary or complementary, by the closing 
months of World War II it was proudly proclaimed that “the best summer camps are 
like progressive schools in the outdoors.” 95
As much as camp administrators felt like they were embarking on a unique peda-
gogical journey, by the 1930s, ideals of progressive education were the much talked-
about fashion in educational circles throughout North America. In particular the 
ideas of John Dewey, American philosopher and educator, were taken up by numer-
ous others and formed the basis for what became known as “progressive” education. 
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Among the key aspects of Dewey’s approach was the call to respect each child as 
an individual, with varying and specific needs. Indeed, Dewey castigated traditional 
education for its lack of innovation, its reliance on rote-learning, its narrow defini-
tion of the curriculum, and its coercive disciplinary practices. By contrast, his new 
approach promised “education for the whole child,” that would unfold in an organic 
and child-centred way. In this respect, the “field trip” — an adventure out into the 
“real world” — might be more useful than the typical teacher-led lesson. Ultimately, 
Dewey envisioned that children educated in this manner would not only evince an 
open and creative attitude towards learning, but would grow into adults appreciative 
of the aims of a truly democratic society.96 Education defined in this way clearly fit 
well with the aims and perspective of the mental hygiene movement.
Camp administrators were influenced by these new trends and regarded their own 
work as part of the progressive movement in education. At many camps, for instance, 
much was made of the shift from regimented programming to a free and open system 
of activities, increasingly to be chosen by campers themselves. Camps self-consciously 
promoted this notion of their work and of how far it had come since the “old days” 
of camping. In 1939, after his conversion to a more child-centred programme, di-
rector Taylor Statten was already looking back on his early approach to camping as 
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R.D. Usher at Camp Tanamakoon, 1951. Camp administrators were proud to claim that their education was 
more truly “hands on” than that provided by formal systems of education, a point which seems to be made here, 
as this park naturalist provides campers with a close-up view of bird life. Algonquin Park Museum Archives 
#728 (Lands and Forests).
“militaristic.” 97 This Whiggish view of the movement’s progress was shared by oth-
ers. By 1940, Mary Northway was claiming of camps in general that, “Informality 
has largely superseded highly scheduled programmes....No longer does the director 
... prepare a curriculum complete for every day of the season.” 98 This perspective 
seemed to hold sway equally at fresh air and agency camps. In 1947 Bolton adminis-
trators proudly declared, “There is nothing institutional about Bolton Camp. Every 
activity is planned for the utmost enjoyment of each individual child....Every child 
is treated as a guest and there is no regimenting. Each can do what he likes best.” 99 
Likewise, the YMCA boasted of the “free and easy informality” at Camp Pine Crest 
in 1942.100
Along with the new-found antipathy for regimentation, the adoption of a child-
centred approach transformed attitudes towards competition and punishment at 
many camps. In the 1920s, children had been encouraged to work at their camp skills 
by the awarding of all manner of prizes, badges, and trophies. Even girls, generally 
discouraged from competing and from developing an active physicality in school-
based physical education programmes, were not entirely excluded from competition 
at camp, even if they were treated more carefully than boys.101 Female campers com-
peted in end of season all-day “colour wars” at Camp Kawagama, for the “Worthy 
Woodsman” award at Tanamakoon and sometimes, at their own behest, to set the 
record for, in one case, the fastest canoe trip time.102 From the perspective of the pro-
gressive educator, however, competition was regarded as an artificial way of encourag-
ing interest, and awards, as behaviourist crutches. Echoing the progressive educator’s 
love of education for its practical application, camps now sought to have children “do 
things because they wanted to” and not simply to achieve recognition or “points.” In 
the 1930s Ahmek consciously sought to “eliminat[e] competitions as far as possible.” 
The practice of awarding prizes of many kinds was abandoned and even debates were 
considered “taboo” “because of the competitive element.” 103 At Camp Tanamakoon, 
the administration looked back somewhat smugly on the years when the awarding of 
trophies was common: “The old cups at Tanamakoon are safely stored in cupboards 
as a memento of ancient days,” 104 director Mary Hamilton stated in 1958. At the 
Y’s Camp Pine Crest, administrators agreed this was the kind of learning that would 
“probably stick,” since “boys found learning an enjoyable process, which they did 
because they wanted to; they did not have to learn.” 105 Overall, camps were less 
concerned with skill acquisition than with socialization, now the camp’s highest goal: 
“The experience of campers in social relationships is what influences or educates 
them,” Camp Ahmek’s 1939 handbook stated, “not the activities of swimming, ca-
noeing, dramatics ... as such.” 106 Under the new system, corporal punishment — still 
freely resorted to in formal educational settings, but increasingly under fire from 
modern psychology — was officially frowned on and forms of positive reinforcement 
advocated in their place. As Taylor Statten optimistically suggested to counsellors 
in 1939, “I hope we shall be able to go through the entire season without using the 
word ‘don’t.’” 107
The influence of new pedagogical theories was experienced not just in a nega-
tive sense (discouraging regimentation and competition), but also in a positive 
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one — encouraging a hands-on and direct approach to learning. Camps took great 
pride in the fact that, as they saw it, children learned much more at camp than 
“within the four walls of any school,” as YMCA promotional literature put it.108 
Administrators at Ahmek relished the story of the school-teacher who instructed her 
students, “You’ll have to stop picking those flowers now and come in for your botany 
lesson.” 109 The weaknesses of formal education were, in fact, regularly noted. A re-
viewer of Camping and Character stated: “The primary purpose of the authors has 
been to set forth the camp as an educational agency, succeeding in fulfilling a func-
tion wherein the state school, weighed down by authority and tradition, is failing. 
Education today is a thing disassociated with life, a thing of air-tight compartments 
with no incentives and no motives, and sadly warped ideals.” 110
In contrast, it was thought that learning at camp had a purpose, an application 
that made its acquisition attractive and meaningful. For instance, participation in 
much-anticipated canoe out-trips was dependent on one’s ability to paddle and swim. 
According to the same thinking, camp lessons in geography and weather took place 
at an experiential and not intellectual level. “Maps are no longer things belonging 
to blackboards, but tools to help the camper arrive where he wants to go,” Mary 
Northway insisted in 1940. “[C]louds are known as indicators of weather, and wind 
direction becomes an item to watch and consider.” 111 Even at fresh air camps where 
camping trips often involved no more than an overnight in the woods, it was proudly 
stated of boy campers in 1950: “Their campcraft is put to work immediately. They 
learn how to use knives and axes to build themselves bough beds on overnight camp-
outs.” 112 Likewise at the Y’s Tapawingo for girls, a 1951 report claimed that, “[C]hil-
dren learned campcraft by doing,” and not via formal classes.113 In each case, as with 
the much-publicized “project approach” of the new educators, knowledge was not to 
be broken down into discrete subjects, but absorbed unconsciously as an integrated 
whole. Mary Northway was openly critical of those who resisted this approach, stat-
ing, “I have known camps where 25 parts of a sailboat have had to be learned before 
one can go sailing. Children are not very interested in learning names difficult to spell 
and to pronounce. They are interested in being in a dinghy on a windy day.” 114
Progressive education at camp also meant the training of a new kind of “teach-
er” — the counsellor. Of all leaders, it was agreed that the counsellor was “the most 
vital single factor in the camp situation” and, as some put it, “the most important 
man in camp.”115 Except for a half-holiday per week, counsellors were expected to be 
on the job every moment of the day not only getting campers out of bed in the morn-
ing, monitoring their bodies and behaviours, and teaching them camp skills, but also 
acting as living, breathing examples of health, fitness, right values and attitudes. All 
told, counsellors were expected to show the understanding of a psychologist, the lov-
ing guidance of a parent, but also, as one source put it, “something of the detachment 
of a doctor.” 116
If no one seriously regarded camp as a replacement for formal schooling, this did 
not prevent its promoters from designing grand visions of its scope and potential. As 
early as 1937, The Toronto Star was sharing the ideas of an American camping author-
ity who called for “large public camps near every city in Canada and United States.” 
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As part of the public system of education, he predicted that government-owned sum-
mer camps would be “the next big step forward in education.” 117 In the final analysis, 
camp administrators saw themselves as the most truly progressive educators, those 
who had grasped the genius of “the natural.” This “natural-ness” described both its 
setting (in wilderness and rural contexts) and its structure (child-centred and holis-
tic). By contrast, traditional education was deemed doubly artificial: set in the con-
structed spaces of urban society and organized in a constructed and artificial manner. 
As Camping and Character stated, “The paramount educational asset of the summer 
camp ... lies in the naturalness and simplicity of life in the woods in contrast with 
the complexity and artificiality of civilized city life.” 118 Even in their “modern-ness,” 
then, camp enthusiasts revealed their anti-modern tendencies.
Assessing the Impact of Progressive Education at Camp
One of the early conclusions of Canadian historians of progressive education is that, 
quite simply, the movement failed to have significant impact. From this view, prob-
lems of understaffed institutions, teachers untrained in the application of progressive 
pedagogy and the desire to turn out well-behaved citizens and malleable workers 
meant that formal education in Canada continued to function much as it always 
had until at least the 1960s. In Neil Sutherland’s view, the 1920s to the 1950s saw, 
not a progressive educational breakthrough, but rather, “the triumph of formal-
ism.” 119 More recently, Paul Axelrod has concluded of the 1950s that results were 
mixed; that post-war educators were “imperfect problem solvers, neither as villain-
ous nor as saintly as their conflicting popular images implied.” 120 My assessment of 
the camp experiment with progressive education leads to similar conclusions. Camp 
programmes revealed a complex mix of success and failure in the experiment with 
progressive education.
Admittedly, camps, like schools, did not always live up to educational ideals. For 
one, the freedom of programming was sometimes exaggerated. Fresh air camps for 
the poor, with their often large numbers and low staff/camper ratios, were particularly 
susceptible to on-going regimentation. While fresh air literature painted a picture of 
the “free and easy” life of camp, this was clearly an exaggeration.121 In fact, along with 
its admiration for freedom, promotional literature revealed an abiding respect for 
efficiency and order. “At the fresh air camps there is a definite routine,” The Toronto 
Star noted appreciatively as late as 1949. “Certain activities take place at a certain 
time. Meals are served at a definite hour. There is a rest period every day which every 
child … must observe.” 122 At these camps with large camper populations, a degree 
of regimentation was no doubt a necessity. For instance, teaching children camping 
and sporting activities “in shifts of one hundred at a time,” as at one fresh air camp 
on Georgian Bay, clearly did not allow for either individual attention or a free and 
easy approach.123
Even smaller, private camps sometimes displayed a similar attachment to regi-
mentation. In 1946 the OCA had only praise for the “apple pie order” at Camp 
Tanamakoon, where even staff meetings were infused with a determined efficiency. 
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“Avoid lounging, starting a personal conversation, or making irrelevant remarks,” was 
the camp director’s advice. “State your problems and outline what you have to say, 
clearly and without loss of time.” 124 A similar perspective guided Tanamakoon’s orga-
nization of camper activities. “Tripping was not a topsy-turvy outing,” it was proudly 
stated of this same camp; rather, “the more efficient the trip, the happier it was.” 125 
The urge to slip off into the wilderness, to experience the simplicity and grandeur 
of nature, co-existed somewhat tensely with the on-going desire for respectability, as 
advice at Ahmek suggested. “Canoe trip camping means constant warfare against un-
tidy equipment and personal uncleanliness,” trippers were informed in 1948. “Don’t 
carry a mirror, but ask someone how you look about the third day out.” 126 Departing 
from camp clearly did not mean departure from decorum or, for counsellors, release 
from detailed record-keeping. Far from it, counsellors were instructed to keep care-
ful reports of all activities, weather, accidents, and behaviour, as well as, generally, to 
“discourage the hobo attitude.” 127
Youthful counsellors, as already noted, were not always the wise and willing teach-
ers of progressive ideal. At times, some acted more like disgruntled workers than as 
dedicated instructors or psychologists in training. A 1931 study of Ahmek noted 
Medical Inspection, Bolton Camp, 1936. As this photo suggests, it was not always possible to achieve the child-
centred tone and individualistic approach favoured by progressive pedagogy, especially at fresh air camps which 
accommodated large numbers of campers each summer. Courtesy Family Service Association of Toronto.
that counsellors were not always enthusiastic, for instance, about the “great amount 
of “clerical work” or record-keeping demanded by the camp.” 128 In 1938 a final re-
port from the camp indicated “a certain feeling of tension among staff members,” 
that some felt that “much fun ha[d] departed” from camp life and were ready to 
“pack [their] trunk[s].” 129 At the Y’s Camp Pine Crest, reports likewise complained 
of counsellors who were “not at all qualified,” who lacked “personalized interest” and 
who weren’t overly interested in the details of “campers’ routine.” 130
From the perspective of campers, relationships with counsellors were sometimes 
more distant than warm. In part, this distance was built into the structure of camp, 
where counsellors did not always share cabins with campers, an arrangement said to 
foster independence and co-operation among campers.131 “When I was in intermedi-
ate camp,” Shirley Ford remembered of 1930s Glen Bernard, “our counsellor came 
into the cabin the first day and said, ‘Hi, I’m so-and-so,’ and we didn’t see her again 
for weeks.” 132 Bolton fresh air camper, Mary Murphy, also confided that she had few 
memories of her counsellor, in her view, “because they weren’t that personal with 
you.”133 In their defence, one might add that counsellors were often warned to keep 
their distance from campers, due to fears of encouraging “crushes” and, in the worst-
case scenario, homosexuality. Here, it was thought, camp had some developmental 
hazards as well as benefits.134
In some cases, children themselves sometimes could find camp a less than agreeable 
experience, whatever the belief that learning was to be an organic and enjoyable pro-
cess. Indeed, for some, psychological health was more threatened than enhanced by 
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Cabins at Camp Tanamakoon. In theory, progressive educationalists valued freedom and rejected regimented 
approaches, but they could not always dispense with regimentation at camp. As the placement of these cabins 
suggests, even the physical landscape at camp was a careful balance of natural setting and orderly planning. 
Algonquin Park Museum Archives #3137 (George May).
the camping experience. No matter how good the camp, separation from parents and 
home — for private campers, sometimes as long as two months — could be traumatic. 
Ahmek reported that each year at its camp saw two or three cases of “hysterical home-
sickness,” campers like fourteen-year-old “Tom” who rarely slept through the night. 
“I would trade you places any day,” he was said to have written home to his brother. 
“I was sick the other night and it was heckish....When you see the Pirate Ship in the 
camp book it looks big but it is small. So is the theatre. ... I am in the Intermediate 
section and it’s not much good....I hope Mom and Dad come home … so I will be 
able to go home. I will tell you straight that I will not come back here any more.” 135
Even those campers who generally took to camp life, sometimes found homesick-
ness a persistent problem and one of the psychological challenges of camp. Ruth-
Ellen Soles cried herself to sleep the first night of every camp season. “I did until 
I was eighteen,” this 1950s Kawagama camper explained. “It became a ritual.” 136 
According to a 1957 study of homesickness at fifteen camps, this was one of the most 
common manifestations, as were sleep and digestion problems. In many of these 
cases, homesickness was accepted as a natural reaction, even a healthy part of growing 
up. A smaller number, however, became cause for more intense behaviour problems, 
suggesting that, as historian Leslie Paris has found at American camps, homesickness 
might have been an expression of campers’ “semi-official and unofficial dissent.” 137
Apart from painful separation from family and friends, certain campers experi-
enced the peer group in a mainly negative fashion. The bed-wetter, the physically 
uncoordinated, or the fearful child could all find camp to be a miserable experience. 
Peer group adjustment was clearly not always smooth. At Glen Bernard Camp it was 
noted in the 1930s that bullies could be “cruel and cutting,” and that, generally, “In a 
community such as this, one or two people actually develop the role of the scapegoats 
of the group.” 138 While scapegoating also occurred at school, at camp there was not 
even the chance of daily reprieve.
 The freedom so valued by the progressive educator could lead to other uninvited 
behaviours at camp. Pranks and practical jokes were common at many camps and, as 
Paris argues, were largely tolerated, if not sanctioned, by camp managements. Other 
sorts of camper activities and responses were considered more problematic. Camp 
Ahmek literature referred disapprovingly to the misuse of equipment, night-time “tent 
feeds,” “dangerous risk-taking,” and to lack of cleanliness and punctuality as general 
problems. A 1947 report on staff training referred to some campers as “complacent,” 
“aggressive,” and “unco-operative.” 139 Psychologist Mary Northway was open in criti-
cizing the lack of discipline at some camps: “[I]t has become the tradition to have fun 
by breaking the rules, by rowdyism and lack of discipline,” she noted disapprovingly. 
“At some camps bedtime is set for 9:30, and at eleven, twelve and even two o’clock, 
campers are found running about disturbing others, raiding tents, waking the mainte-
nance staff — and this is considered having fun.” 140 Whatever the rhetoric of progres-
sive pedagogy, clearly, a certain level of regimentation was still seen as indispensable.
For their part, staff did not always choose the most progressive approaches in deal-
ing with misbehaving children. Interviews revealed at least two cases of counsellors 
hitting children, and one camper being shut up alone in her cabin for “about a day 
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and a half.” 141 While Taylor Statten assured the public in 1939 that “the attitude of 
the camp is that punishment is unnecessary,” 142 clearly, this did not mean that staff 
at every camp always took a genial, permissive approach.
If camps were not the utopian worlds and controlled laboratories their adminis-
trators envisioned, neither did they fail entirely at their educational mission. As with 
other social institutions, a gap between goals and reality was always apparent, but 
in terms of the camp setting this did not necessarily entail the “triumph of formal-
ism.” In part, this can be read from children’s own reactions. For every child who 
regretted the experience, there were many more for whom camp was a special and 
long-remembered treat, one they would no doubt look back on in adulthood as 
“educational.” The Y’s Camp Pine Crest was proud to report all the positive experi-
ences at camp in the summer of 1940. “Fifty-two boys extended their Camp periods. 
Two boys visited the camp and liked it so well they stayed the rest of the summer. 
Several little boys cried when they had to go home. An eight-year-old wrote back 
to the director after he left camp: ‘I like Camp very much. I would like to stay next 
year.’” 143 True enough, many campers showed an excitement, delight, and, some-
times, devotion rarely expressed in connection with institutions of formal education. 
“Hysterical homesickness” and major behavioural problems appear to have been a 
minority problem, with many children preferring camp life to school. According 
to Geraldine Sherman, post-war Kawagama camper, “The most eager campers were 
those who most hated school.” 144
What we know of camp programming and organization further suggests that the 
summer camp was at least partly successful in its experiment with progressive edu-
cation. Camps were often more regimented than their literature admitted, but, for 
many campers, they also offered the most freeing and relaxed atmosphere of any 
childhood experience. For such campers, it is not the bells and the bugles which are 
now remembered, but rather the liberty to experiment with new activities and the 
general feeling of independence this engendered. Some experienced this particularly 
in terms of the distance from parental control; others, like Wapomeo camper, Joan 
Moses, found simply that the pace of camp life was to their liking. “Being a senior 
girl — from 14 on,” she recalled, “we had our own little island across the way from 
the main girls island. ... The counsellors had their own separate cabins and we had 
the cabin to ourselves. There were no inspections and if you didn’t make your bed the 
whole summer, that was your problem — and some didn’t!” 145 In Moses’ experience, 
camp was very much a world unto itself, where the peer culture of youth dictated the 
pace as much as the camp administration.
This type of behaviour was not permitted at every camp, nor for all ages of camp-
ers. For some campers it was time spent away from camp, canoe-tripping, that offered 
the widest scope for autonomy. Out on canoe trips, one was removed not only from 
parental control, but from that of most of the camp administration. With only sever-
al counsellors — perhaps not much older than themselves — and two or three guides, 
campers paddled their way through adventure and adversity, with a sense of freedom 
and independence likely both physical and psychological. Merle Storey looked back 
on her experience with a bittersweet nostalgia:
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I remember struggling across the portages with the unaccustomed weight of a 
pack on my back, welcoming the sight of the end of the portage where a canoe 
was waiting to be loaded, paddling down the silent lakes with only the sound 
of our own voices echoing across the water and gathering around the campfire 
at night with the dark forest beyond. It was an unforgettable experience....146
While demanding its own kind of discipline, in a sense, tripping eliminated the need 
for formal regulations, the ultimate goal of the progressive educator. At Keewaydin, 
where tripping was the very centrepiece of camp life and in-camp programming vir-
tually non-existent, there was apparently little need for a set of official prohibitions: 
“Rules didn’t exist,” claimed 1940s camper, Douglas Creelman. “Thinking about it 
afterwards, [I realized] we were probably too tired to get into trouble.” 147 If adminis-
trations were sometimes preoccupied with orderliness and efficiency on trips, this is 
not what many campers seem to remember.
Even aside from canoe-tripping — not a part of every camp’s programming — oth-
er aspects of activity planning helped to imbue camps with a more child-centred 
tone than most schools. Indeed, in contrast to the school, with its concern for well-
roundedness and facility with every subject, camp programming frequently allowed 
children to focus on those activities of most interest to them. This scenario was less 
likely to be found at larger camps, where moving large numbers of children from ac-
tivity to activity did not allow for the same individual freedoms. Even there, however, 
the structuring of programming — involving hands-on “doing” and active physical-
ity, rather than abstract thinking, as well as the general novelty of setting and activi-
ties — appears to have made a trip to camp an enjoyable and sought-after privilege for 
many. More than this, camp provided its own kind of education — about the natural 
world, about the regions in which children camped and travelled, about physical abil-
ity and stamina, and about getting along with others. School educators might well 
have been envious of this relative success.
Conclusion
As the authors of Camping and Character saw it, the application of psychology to the 
realm of outdoor education heralded the emergence of “the modern summer camp.” 
In this view, to be modern was to grasp the importance of the camp as the tool of 
social science and education, to understand the parameters and importance of child 
psychology, and to enthusiastically apply the insights of progressive pedagogy. This 
striving to “be modern” might seem at odds with the camp’s natural ethos and simple 
life rhetoric. In fact, this two-sidedness, the pull of the modern and the anti-modern 
were both essential aspects of the camp phenomenon. In the eyes of camp promoters 
and administrators, successful modern living entailed regular trips back to the natu-
ral (read: pre-modern) world. When individuals like Mary Northway, accomplished 
academic and successful camp director, claimed later in life that, “There was a time 
when I felt that I was living kind of a schizophrenic life: one side getting a Ph.D. in 
psychology, the other, running a camp, and never the two should meet,” 148 she was 
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perhaps alluding to contrasts between the male-dominated world of scholarship and 
the all-female setting of camp. Certainly, on a broader level, the two did meet, aca-
demic psychology deeply impacting the camping movement, and the camp, turning 
out children — in its own eyes at least — of sounder psychological health. As admin-
istrators agreed, camp was “a new type of education … made necessary by modern 
conditions.” 149 Ultimately, whatever the anti-modern aspects that inspired its birth, 
when it came to its vision of childhood and education, the summer camp had its face 
not backwards towards the past, but toward a future where children would be increas-
ingly analysed, understood and shaped by the tenets of psychological and educational 
expertise.
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